Testing and Education Reference Center
Peterson’s Practice Test Plus
Several new features are coming to the test-taking experience within TERC. These enhancements are currently
available for preview within the DSST exams. Exams will be migrated to the new experience on a rolling basis, with
the migration concluding at the start of 2019. Users will have access to both experiences for approximately 30 days
after each exam migrates.
New features include:
•

Study plan: TERC’s new Study Plan lets users input their actual test date and then provides a custom
dashboard to help them track progress against their goals.

•

Reset tests: Users can now reset and retake practice tests! The new platform removes the limitations on how
many times a test can be taken. The option to reset exams is available in the user dashboard.

•

Account view: Practicing for multiple exams? The Account page gives users an at-a-glance view of all tests
currently in progress. Users can find the Account page by clicking on the user icon in the upper-right corner.

•

Revisit later: Stuck on a hard question, or not confident in an answer? The “Revisit Later” function flags
questions for users to easily revisit during their final answer review.

•

Bookmarks and notes: As users review their scored exams, they can Bookmark questions and add Notes to
identify areas where they may need additional study.

•

Confidence levels: Also during review, users can assign answers Confidence scores. These are then grouped
for easy access so users can check their understanding.

•

Toolbox: The new Toolbox feature gives users quick access to a notepad and a calculator while taking a
practice exam.

•

Badging: New Achievements promote engagement by rewarding users for completing certain tasks within
TERC.

•

Report errors: Error reporting is now built into each question so that users can submit issues for quick
resolution.

